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IGI Global ("IGI") recognizes that some of its authors would benefit professionally from the ability to reuse a portion or all of some manuscripts that the author wrote and submitted to IGI for publication. Prior to the use of IGI copyrighted materials in any fashion contemplated by the IGI Fair Use Guidelines for Authors, the author must submit this form, completed in its entirety, and secure from IGI the written permission to use such materials. Further, as a condition of IGI providing its consent to the reuse of IGI materials, the author agrees to furnish such additional information or documentation that IGI, in its sole discretion, may reasonably request in order to evaluate the request for permission and extent of use of such materials.

IGI will consider the special request of any author who:

- Completes, signs and returns this form agreeing to the terms; and
- Agrees that unless notified to the contrary, only the final, typeset pdf supplied by IGI Global is authorized to be posted (no pre-prints or author's own file.)

Title of article/chapter you are requesting: Understanding the Impact of Organisational Culture on Managers’
Book Title and author/editor where this IGI material appears: Exploring the Influence of Personal Values and
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Purpose of request (where this material will appear):

☐ Posted on a secure university website for your students to access in support of a class. (Posted paper
must carry the IGI Global copyright information as outlined above.)
☐ Posted in a university archive. The Website address is: http://
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